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About This Game

Cubicle Quest is a game about how life can suck. Dead end jobs, repetitive obligations, irritating coworkers... Cubicle Quest
takes all of those things and turns them into enemies you can fight in an old-school RPG.

Adventuring in Cubicle Quest doesn't earn you levels and gold to fight some great ancient evil. Every quest has an impact on
your character's life, whether it's getting a promotion at work, finding new friends, or figuring out what you want to do in life.

Gain allies and personal strength until you take on the forces keeping you in your cubicle!

Features:
- 20-25 hours of gameplay, including post-game challenges and secret ending. Permanent choices and time-based challenges add

replay value.
- Monsters don't drop gold. All your cash comes from the complex financial system, including your regular job, side gigs, and

potentially starting your own business.
- In addition to destroying your credit card and college debt, you can invest your money in savings accounts and stocks.

- Instead of elements like fire and ice, you fight enemies with work or interpersonal skills for intuitive strategy. The enemies
will be hitting you with unique elements too, many of them not comparable to normal RPG strategies.

- Nine party members, each useful for supporting you in different challenges.
- Multiple choices for marriage, each providing unique elements to the second half of the game. Or stay single, if you find the

right quest.
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Very cool application, It's priced to impress and has a lot of potential. I was dissapointed there was no obj / fbx export options
visible though. I see you can export but only to .txt ? Is there a plan to add obj / fbx ?. very goooooooood. so much fun! :) got it
with coupon discount a while ago, happy with the result. this little game can make you smile when you're sad or irritated. Good
for short gaming time as a break from work, levels are short and redoing something does not take time.

I play it on Linux (Debian 9) - works great, no issues found.

9/10 (-1 point for resolution or UI - it looks like android port with very big elements - not game breaking but still a flaw IMO -
they have to adjust game look and feel for modern screen resolution better)

highly recommended!. Brothers in Arms Earned in Blood holy♥♥♥♥♥♥what can I say...

Best damn WWII game I ever played period. As of now I have 50 hours, and have completed the game on Authentic the hardest
difficulty. (The closest you can get to strapping on a parachute, and jumping in Normandy itself lol) If I ever have children, and
they are of the prerogative to play video games this is the♥♥♥♥♥♥I'd like them to play. Not mindless run, and gun Cod, or the
SJW ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t of today. Brothers in Arms Earned in Blood puts the player in a Sargent's position. You are in command of
a fire team which lays suppression, and an assualt team which flanks. You must play this game tactically to win. Enemies have
pinpoint accuracy which means you must use cover, and suppresion to your advantage. Timing, and positioning is everything.
You have an overview mode which allows you to see enemy positions to plan your movements, and assualt.

Beautiful orchestral soundtrack which gives a vibe of patriotism, honor, valour, and adventure in a time of war. Fun tactical
gameplay that relies on strategy. The game does hinder your aim, by nerfing it with some shifting making it hard to hit enemies.
Although with practice I never had a problem nailing nazis from a distance with the Garand, or spraying them down with a
B.A.R, or Thompson.

Which brings me to the weapons. I love the sounds. I love how beefy the Garand sounds. I love spraying the Thompson. It
sounds mean as hell. Brothers in Arms did the American armament justice in this game. However the German weapons are in
fact better. The kar98 has a really good sight picture, and is very accurate. The Mp40 is the best SMG in the game. The STG44 (
Sturmgewehr 44 ) is easily the best gun in the game. You will find that the firepower, and accuracy of the STG 44 will soften
enemy positions allowing you to make more bold power moves on the enemy. However late into the game there will be FG 42
machine guns even with scopes. And the scoped FG 42 is perhaps the best gun in the game. I give it to the St44 though for the
ammo capacity over the FG 42. Still those guns are the best.

The German war machine throws everything at you, and the kitchen sink. As a U.S Paratrooper in the 101st you will land
behind enemy lines on D-Day. You will come across Wehrmacht (Heer Soldiers) Waffen SS, Fallschirmjäger, Stugs, Panzers,
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Tiger Tanks, entrenched machine gun positions, motar teams firing in your direction, Halftracks with mounted machine guns
maneuvering to your flank. 88's firing artillery at you. You must find your enemy, fix their position, and flank them to win.
Standing your ground, and trading lead all day is not an option. In some cases enemy motars will fix your positions. You must
use your head, and be fast.

There is so much enjoyment to be had from this game. The playstyle I developed was to supress, and fix enemies fast, hitting
them hard with the assualt team up close while I try to flank. On authentic difficulty the key is to listen to your battle-buddies
because they will indicate emeny suppression. "They're scared ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥! / We got em pinned! ect" Because in authentic
there are no suppresion indicators like in normal or easy modes.

Did I mention you command a Stuart tank, a Sherman, and a Hellcat tank destoyer in certian levels? Telling your tank where to
go, and who to attack is a challenge in itself. 88's, anti tank guns, and German infantry with panzerfäust pose a threat.

This game is a classic, and you unlock history facts, and extras by completing missions. You get a feel of brotherhood by the
character personalities in the story. ( I have played all three games of the BiA franchise) I must say out of all three games this
one is my favorite. I've learned more about World War II Combat from this game then I ever did at school.

Arcade games that are hard, and require repetition for skill are my cup of tea. On authentic the game punishes you by not
including save points. So you must complete an entire mission flawlessly. A daunting, and challenging task. They don't make
video games like they used to back in the day. But that is what I like about this game. Strategy, and skill is required.

All this to say I reccomend this game. But not to those expecting a mindless run, and gun like Cod. If you want a challenge, and
a strategic, historical fps this game is for you. But if you want to mindlessly run around and spray while streaming, and drinking
a starbuck coffee then this game is not for you son.

I'll be fond of this game for many years to come... It's perhaps even one of my favorite video games of all time as of now. I love
it. And that will conclude my review. Show this game some love it deserves it.

~ Leet-Hound. Very very good. This one's a doozy. Engrish abounds (e.g. "I must help me get to home"). Gameplay is nothing
new, you click on stuff so you can click on more stuff, then click on something else. The time management portion is iffy. I
never really felt stressed out about the time limits and some of the earlier levels are much harder than the later ones. Once you
figure out the basic "engine" and how to build it with your starting material on every level, it can feel like more of a chore then
the other farm frenzy games. If, like me, you like winding down with casual cow clicking, pick this up on sale. Laugh at the
awful translation and take it for what it is - shovelware of the highest degree. That said, it takes about 25 hours to complete
(gold star on all levels), so it's actually pretty good value.

The Farm Frenzy Franchise (ooo alliteration!) doesn't really set a lofty standard of gameplay, but this one fails completely. I
won't be buying others in the series after this.
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The graphics were great and that is the only really positive thing I have to say about The House of Da Vinci. I played the game
on a PC. I found the controls too frequently frustrating, making discovery of puzzle pieces problematic. I do not know what I
did that 'solved' many of the puzzle. The ending was horrible. Normally I replay such games immediately I am in no hurry this
time.. I had really good time playing Beach Bounce and I was happy to see that there is more to the story. Sadly, once I played
Beauty Bounce, I felt like it should have ended at the first game. This one is just bad. The story is boring, the choices are boring,
the erotic scenes are boring too. While playing Beauty Bounce I thought that there wasn't much effort put into making this
game, and I'm serious. I don't have a high expectations when it comes to Visual Novels made outside of Japan and even those
weren't met at all. Just skip this one, because it will be waste of time and money.. this is amazing, easy to learn, VERY
convenient software for 3d-modeling making! it's free and does exactly everything you need it to on an object scale! I hope
there are still updates coming!. This is why Steam needs a Mixed button. Buggy un updated game since 2013 and really just a
sad mess. Unfortunately, I will be keeping it as I used to play it on my phone before they removed it from the play store. I miss
it and the game is pretty good with a Star Wars feel, interesting characters and fun gameplay, under the old age and messy bugs,
like you can't alt tab cause the game crashes... Shame they never bothered updating it, fixing it to fit the times and just giving it
a tiny bit of love\u2026. This Multiplayer Expansion aged really badly and the gameplay is not fun imo, unlike the original Half
Life, dont recomend this unless you can get it for free by buying one of the Half Life 2 Games.. Like many gamers, I have a lot
of games in my library than I have time to play them. So, when I play this game 1 year later after I purchased it, only then I
realized that I have bought an abandonware. This game is so poor that it is the first game that I would like to get a Steam refund
for. Too bad that it was already 1 year too late for me to get a refund. On the upside, it was cheap enough to serve as a lesson
learnt for me.

To write a little on the gameplay, I only 1) walked around in the village and 2) played 2 combats and it was sufficient for me to
determine that this game is rubbish. For example, I was told to talk to somebody in the inn at the second floor. I walked a few
steps in the inn and the camera will swing 90 degree without making any sense. Moving another few steps and it will swing me
another 90 degree, again for no reason. I have to find the second floor by strafing and walking backward in the inn. It also
happend in another building, so it wasn't a flux. Enter any building and the game will take the camera control away from you.

As I was fumbling in the in, the wooden walls reflected such a strong lighting that it hurts my eyes. And I did not even change
any graphics setting in the game. On the combat section, a lot of the combat commands cannot be used and I certainly could not
see any kind of "potential" the rare few reviews have mentioned before.

I have always discounted negative reviews with less than 2 hours of gameplay as irrelevant as certainly, 2 hours is too short a
time to give any fair review to a game. But this game totally changed my mind. It was bad enough to inspire me to write a caveat
emptor review immediately.

Do not buy. Not even for a few cents.
. Can't recommend this game in it's current state.
What needs to be fixed before the game will be at least playable:
1) Totally user-unfriendly interface. When you wants to sell something - you needs to manually open you inventory (and then
manually close it also). Key bindings also unobvious. And you can't set up your own ones. No hint how to do some functions
(like crouch, for example - nowhere mentioned)
2) "Action targetting" - You need to point your crosshair some REALLY weird point in a REALLY precise manner for the
object to be interacted. No matter if it's a container, crafting bench or vendor. Weird and precise tagetting.
3) Minimap. Map. Scheme... JUST ANYTHING. You only have "target markers" on the screen
4) Setting up a correct font sizes and colors - even with those markers mentioned above you needs to put a REALLY much
efforts to read what there said. Distance is totally unreadable
5) You dies = you loses everything. I mean it. EVERYTHING. You can't find your corpse for loot your stuff back. You just
loses it. EVEN if you died 5 meters away respawn point.
6) Any mine? Mining equipment? Just anything??? Nope. Only the stuff you gets from the chests.
7) Any quests? Found just one for more than an hour or running around - "Kill 3 of something". Yet I can't do it because of
8) No monsters\/enemies\/anything else.

In it's current state game is NOT a game in EA, but looks more like a demo of the engine.
Totally not worth it's price.
I hope those things (or at least ANYTHING of this list) will be fixed ASAP. But until then - NO. Not worth money and time.
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Update 2+ months later:
1) Interface somewhat fixed. Now the windows opens and closes same time. Not all of 'em. You still needs manually open
storage chest and inventory for example.
2) Targetting improved. Greatly. And again - not everything. When you needs to build or place something the engine starts to
act weirdly. Especially was fun to find out WHERE the position of cursor should be for the engine to try to use the snap
points while you tries to build something.
3) Situation with map still the same. You can't even imagine where are you and where to go. Only markers on the... how to
call it? Compass bar?
4) OK. This was fixed. Distance is readable now.
5) - 8) All the same.

Plus the building functionality is totally weird. I've managed to put 1 (ONE!) foundation on the pretty flat place. No other
foundations can be snapped to it - those are just red. No walls\/doorframes\/windows can be placed aswell. And so on.

No back story also. Not a single "NPC" tries to communicate with you. Not even "Hello!" or anything. And nowhere
mentioned even a hint of what are we doing here but just tries to survive.

Game is STILL way too early to be called even an Early Access.
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